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As of February 2020, the TOSV Housing Department
managed 262 rental units and oversaw another 176
“restricted” units that were owned by qualified employees of
Pitkin County. In addition, 15 units of deed-restricted for-sale
housing were then under development in and around Stallion
Circle, known as Coffey Place.
In early 2019, the Snowmass Village Town Council revisited
their policy objectives and community goals, incorporating
the framework and strategic initiatives outlined in the 2018
Town Comprehensive Plan. As a result of this process, the
Town Council reaffirmed its responsibility to be a nimble
steward of our existing community character. Among the
Strategic Initiatives is a pledge to “continue to support a
viable workforce and our commitment to workforce housing
by exploring opportunities that best balance the character
and resources of the Town”.
More specifically, the Town has established the following
short-term housing goals:

“

Creating and providing affordable housing continues
to be a top priority for the Town Council. Providing a
variety of affordable housing options within the Village
not only enables community members to contribute
to the local economy, it also helps to build a strong,
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well connected, and engaged community with a viable
workforce. Specifically, the Council commits to a nearterm strategy that will update housing regulations,
actively identify opportunities and partners to address
senior housing needs and incentivize the creation of
an additional 200 units. The Town Council will work
collaboratively to create solutions and will diligently
commit the time, money and political will to implement
a successful strategy.

Project Goals

”

In response to the Town Council’s call to action, the planning
team and committee set forth with these goals in mind:
To meet the immediate and future capacity needs with
185 units. Two things were clear at the outset of the project:
first, the sites owned by the Town were not simply greenfields
awaiting development. They were complicated, physical
and politically. It was unknown whether 185 units across all
sites was even possible. Second, 185 units would only meet
increasing affordable housing demand for so long. If potential
sites could support more than 185 units, those should be
noted for future study when the need arises.
To identify potential and suitable sites for future housing
development. These sites would provide the roadmap for
housing development in the Town for the next 10 years.
The most suitable of the sites would be prioritized for
development as funding becomes available and interested
partners emerge. Moderately and least suitable sites could be

considered and reassessed down the road if housing demand
continues to increase for the long-term.
To develop both aspirational and realistic development
opportunities. Highly developable sites would need to
be tested for construction feasibility and unit output.
Architectural massing studies, schematic site designs, cost
proformas, and input from developers would all be utilized
to help test feasibility. However, clear-cut projects would not
alone achieve the desired housing goal and the team should
challenge themselves to think outside the box, present daring
ideas, and seek innovative means to bring projects to reality.
These innovative means should be sought not only in the sites
themselves but in the delivery of projects, including exploring
public-private partnerships that may leverage private funding
and deliver more housing with fewer local public dollars.
To create highly desirable and equitable housing.
The Town has prided themselves on developing affordable
housing that does not scream “affordable housing”. The
units and neighborhoods should be well designed, costeffective, and sustainable. They should fit into the character of
Snowmass and should blend seamlessly into the community.
The projects should create neighborhoods brimming with
identity and pride.
To meet the needs of a diverse workforce. Housing
projects should cater to a wide range of senior living, family
living, single living, and accessible living. This can be done
through including a mix of both affordable rental units and
deed-restricted home ownership units. Units should also
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15
be diversified in size and bedroom count. Concentrating
development in and around existing nodes of activity and
in proximity to local and regional transit will allow residents
without private transportation to gain access to goods and
services with ease.

Summary of Sites
In order to cast the widest net in search of all potential site
opportunities, all undeveloped town-owned parcels were
put on the table. In addition, parcels that had already been
identified for potential housing and suggestions from staff
were added. Culling through the Town’s GIS database, this
identified 69 individual parcels from all corners and reaches
within the town boundary. These 69 were discussed with the
Master Housing Plan Committee who further narrowed down
the list by eliminating those with open space designations
or strict conservation easements not conducive to dense
housing. Parcels were also eliminated if a cursory evaluation
of accessibility, slope, buildable area, or social-political strife
deemed the parcel a non-starter. This process whittled down
the parcels, and in some cases grouped adjacent parcels
together for consideration, into 21 “sites”. See Preliminary Site
Map on page 2.
All 21 sites were put through a rigorous suitability assessment,
given a 1-5 rating for each subcategory, an average for each
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of the 9 categories, and ultimately a composite rating from 9
to 45. Of the 21 sites’ composite scores, 17.2 was the lowest
and 38.2 was the highest.
11 sites rose to the top as sites of interest, all scoring above
29. By combining some sites, the team ultimately moved
forward with 5 highly developable sites to further test
schematic design, architectural massing, unit output, and
develop pro-formas.

Highly Developable Sites
Town Hall Draw - Comprised of the two parcels behind
Town Hall and the parcel between Town Hall and Brush
Creek Rd (called “the point”). The draw and the point sites
ranked 6th and 7th respectively out of 21 in the suitability
assessment. The site has a lot of potential for density, has
proximity to goods and services, and is one of the easier sites
topographically to develop.
Public Works - Comprised of a portion of the parcel
occupied by the town’s public works facilities. The site ranked
10th out of 21 in the suitability assessment. It was selected as
a representative infill project and could serve as a replicable
prototype. The site sits atop a knoll, screened from Owl Creek
by vegetation. And although it is located further from the
town core, it could prove to be a delightfully scenic spot for
residential units.

Carriage Way & Lot 1 - The Carriage Way parcel is currently
occupied by 12 units of affordable housing. The site ranked
5th out of 21 in the suitability assessment. While it would be
difficult to advise demolishing the existing residential building
for little gain in unit count, it was decided to couple the parcel
with Lot 1 which serves as Mall parking year round and is
home to the Blazing Adventures outfitter operations in the
summer. The site provides prominent core access, is served
by existing utilities, and is already graded.
Daly Ln - Comprised of 3 separate parcels: the existing bus
depot which will relocate once the Snowmass Transit Station is
completed, the vacant parcel which was historically a private
pool and is currently used as open space, and the existing
Snowmass Inn (which was acquired by the town in September
2020). The sites ranked 3, 4, and 8 respectively out of 21 in the
suitability assessment. The site has a prominent slope-side
location, is served by existing utilities, but will have to account
for the lost residential units from the Snowmass Inn.
Upper Lots - Comprised of day-skier numbered parking Lots
10, 11, and 12. These three specific lots were chosen because
they were furthest from hill access and were generally less
used than the lower group of lots. The intention is to create
prototypical developments in each self-contained lot area
that can be replicated up and down the slope and phased
independently. The site ranked 1st out of 21 in the suitability
assessment. The site scored highest due to proximity to the
core, available utilities an access, and that they are already self

3
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graded. However, these sites would be the most politically
contentious when it comes to development proposals
because of the community’s regard for skier parking
proximate to the base area.

Program Summary

Unit

Quantity

# of Employees

Upper Lots

Unit

Size (sf)

Quantity

# of Employees

Studio

448-550

0

0

1 Bedroom

550-750

30

50 (30 x 1.65)

2 Bedroom

750-1,080

80

132 (80 x 1.65)

3 Bedroom

1,150-1,350

61

101 (61 x 1.65)

4 Bedroom

1,500-1,800

14

23 (14 x 1.65)

185

306

Town Hall Draw

$62,377,361

43 (26 x 1.65)

Public Works

$7,264,824

2 Bed

52

86 (52 x 1.65)

Carriage Way/Lot 1

$25,649,108

Daly Lane/Snowmass Inn

$52,001,328

Upper Lots

$73,546,809

1 Bed

9

15 (9 x 1.65)

2 Bed

30 (Net 18)

50 (30 x 1.65)

1 Bed

19

31 (19 x 1.65)

2 Bed

47 (Net 8)

78 (47 x 1.65)

3 Bed

6

10 (6 x 1.65)

1 Bed

30

50 (30 x 1.65)

Conclusion

2 Bed

44

73 (44 x 1.65)

3 Bed

16

26 (16 x 1.65)

1 Bed

8

13 (8 x 1.65)

2 Bed

4

7 (4 x 1.65)

291 (Net 240)

482

The opportunities presented by the development of these 5
sites is encouraging. It is the conclusion of this study that each
site can be pursued individually and in a measured way. To
that end, the Town Hall Draw and Public Works site provide
the most clear and present opportunity for development and
would make a significant step forward in adding to the total
affordable housing count in TOSV. Carriage Way is likely the
next logical site to develop. This study also concludes that
a continued balance between rental and home ownership
in a 2/3, 1/3 ratio is important, and each project should
be carefully evaluated prior to execution to maintain that
balance. The Town should seek to execute these projects only
within the Town’s ability to pay by maximizing debt service,
pursuing state and federal grants, and partnerships with other
public and institutional partners. Lastly, as time passes, the
Town can evaluate the ongoing housing need, with an eye
toward the 185 unit target, and pursue other sites in a phased
way, if necessary.

Totals

$220,839,430

Financing for each recommended housing site should be
approached with a combination of debt financing, state and
federal grants and local public-private partnership to defray
the local contribution

Town Hall Draw

Public Works

Financial Considerations
Once the highly suitable sites were explored and massing
studies were developed, a series of financial considerations
and scenarios were created for each site. These scenarios
were based on specific construction cost assumptions (hard
and soft costs) based upon current market conditions.

4
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Total Development Cost

26

Daly Lane

Totals

Based upon the site testing and massing studies, the 5 sites
were determined to accomodate significantly more than 185
units. The final financial considerations were based upon the
following program summary for all 5 sites:

Site

1 Bed

Carriage Way

A working program was developed based on demand
analyses in the Town and in the Roaring Fork Valley at large.
This program identified a target range of unit types (i.e.
number of bedrooms per unit), number of each unit type, and
size of units. A full description of the analysis that determined
these assumptions can be found in the Program Analysis
section of this Master Housing Plan.

Totals

Site
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1. Physiology
•
•
•
•

7. Ecological Constraints & Protection

Slope
Drainage
Soils
Hazards

• Wildlife Sensitive Areas
• Wetlands & Creek Buffers
• Existing Habitat to be Preserved

2. Utilities

8. Buildable Area

• Proximity
• Existing Capacity

• Size of Suitable Area
9. Community Impact

3. Services Proximity
The suitability assessment phase of the project set out to
objectively analyze the 21 sites for housing development.
The assessment would enable the project team to present
defensible recommendations but it would ultimately validate
the future investments made by the Town, the Snowmass
Village community, potential developers, and future
housing residents.

Suitability Categories
The following 9 suitability categories were identified as
priority indicators for successful housing development in
Snowmass Village. In determining how each category would
be assessed, further subcategories were assigned. These
subcategories were what the team set out to assess across all
21 identified sites.

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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• Essential Daily Services
• Emergency Services
• Open Space Recreation
4. Vehicular Access
• Existing Infrastructure to Buildable Area
• Slope
5. Alternative Transportation Proximity
• Distance to Walkways/Bikeways
• Distance to Bus Stops
6. Density Potential
• Current Landuse & Zoning
• Surrounding Parcel & Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility

• Any subjective notes regarding qualitative feedback
like neighbor strife, council hesitancy, existing
structures/businesses/uses, visual/contextual continuity,
visual impact
• Replacement Impact/Cost

Methodology
Each category and subcategory were put into a spreadsheet
along with the 21 sites to be assessed (the summary of which
can be seen on page 8. The full Suitability Matrix can be
found in Appendix __). Each site received a rating in each
sub-category from 1 to 5, 1 indicating poor suitability and 5
indicating high suitability.
In order to earn any specific rating and to further create rating
consistency among team members and across sites, a series
of IF-THAN-AND-OR criteria statements were assigned to

5
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each sub-category’s rating. For example: a site could receive
a 5 rating for Slope “IF the majority of the Site is less than 15%
AND there is one or more contiguous areas of at least 4,000
sf having 0-10% slopes.” If this statement wasn’t true, then
the criteria for rating 4 would be assessed, and so-on down
the rating list until a statement was true. The IF-THAN-ANDOR statements were created after it became clear that a site
could not be given a 1 rating simply because, for example, a
portion of the site contained steep slopes. And oftentimes
a site contained a multitude of slope categories. The
statements helped frame the suitability assessment for the
prescribed development of multifamily housing. A complete
table of assessment criteria can be found in Appendix __.
The following are descriptions of the raw data that was
collected and the analysis done with that data. Care was taken
to identify units of measure, who would be responsible for
the assessment, and the tools necessary for assessment. Each
which shaped the criteria assessment statements.
Physiology
• Slope - complete an AutoCAD slope analysis of the
Pitkin County 2 ft contours. Slope analysis categories
are 0-15%, 15-30%, 30-45%, 45%+. Anything above 30%
will require a variance but should not be taken off of the
table since steeper slopes might be the only option.
• Drainage - collect and analyze TOSV and Pitkin County
GIS layers for the presence of creeks, ephemeral
channels, culverts/inlets, etc. for each site. Verify

on-site since some drainage infrastructure might
not be mapped.
• Soils - assess USGS soils maps for soils suitable for
buildings, foundation work, and surface parking.
• Hazards - Collect and analyze TOSV and Pitkin County
GIS layers for the presence of wildfire hazards areas,
debris flow & slumps areas, and avalanche hazards
areas within each site.
Utilities
• Proximity - Collect TOSV and Pitkin County GIS layers
for locations of gas, electric, phone/cable, sanitary
sewer, stormwater, and water utilities. In some cases,
there was not sufficient information in the GIS database
and individual utility entities were contacted. Distance
from the buildable area to the nearest utility line (per
each service) was documented. Absense of nearby
water and sewer utility access was given the lowerst
rating since those are the most costly to install.
• Existing Capacity - collect and analyze TOSV GIS or
CAD layers for sizing of gas, electric, and phone/cable
utilities to support development. Discuss capacity and
condition of mains and stations with Snowmass Water
and Sanitation District (SWSD) & Aspen Village Water
and Sanitation. Each site’s given rating was determined
by the Civil Engineer as it related to the cost and effort
it would take to upgrade any utilities that couldn’t
support a proposed development.

• Essential Daily Services - Locate grocery stores and
post office on TOSV GIS map and run a distance route
(using both roads and walkways) to the site. Emphasis
was put on the safety of walkable routes (ie. using
crosswalks and walking on well-maintained walkways).
• Emergency Services - Locate police station, fire
station(s), and hospital/clinic on TOSV GIS and run a
distance route (via roads) to the site.
• Open Space Recreation - Locate hiking/biking trail
access points, parks, and ski resort runs on TOSV
and Pitkin County GIS. Run a distance route (via both
roads and walkways) to the site. Emphasis was put on
the safety of walkable routes (ie. using crosswalks and
walking on well-maintained walkways).
Vehicular Access
• Existing Infrastructure to Buildable Area - Through
mapping, photos, and site visits; evaluate existing
roads, driveways, and curb cuts on the site, adjacent to
the site, or nearest to the site. Measure approximate
distance required to add plausible road.
• Slope - Evaluate slope analysis done in the Physiology
section for best vehicular access routes. Note that
driveways and roads can exceed 8% but may require
snowmelt (which is not subject to energy impact fees).
Alternative Transportation Proximity
• Distance to Walkways/Bikeways - Locate access
points via TOSV GIS to walkways that connect to the

6
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larger Snowmass Village network and run a distance
route (via roads and existing walkways) to the site. This
does not include recreation trails (ie. single track or
soft trails). Emphasis was put on the safety of walkable
routes (ie. using crosswalks and walking on wellmaintained walkways).
• Distance to Bus Stops - Locate bus stops on TOSV GIS
and run a distance route (via roads and walkways) to the
site. This does not include recreation trails (ie. single
track or soft trails). Emphasis was put on the safety of
walkable routes (ie. using crosswalks and walking on
well-maintained walkways).
Density Potential
• Current Landuse & Zoning - Evaluate current zoning
code on parcels within the site for allowable multifamily units and employee housing. Analyze code for
open space designations and/or easements that would
reduce the buildable area.
• Surrounding Parcel & Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility - Evaluate parcels adjacent to the site for
medium and high density housing. Identify whether the
site is within, or adjacent to, a Comprehensive Plan Area
designated in the 2018 Comprehensive Plan.
Ecological Constraints & Protection
• Wildlife Sensitive Areas - Collect and analyze TOSV
GIS data and the 2018 Comprehensive Plan maps for
the existence of Wildlife Sensitive Areas across site.

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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Note existence, degree of coverage across the site,
and/or distance to an adjacent area.
• Wetlands & Creek Buffers - Evaluate Brush Creek
Impact Zones, FEMA flood hazards, and jurisdictional
wetlands GIS data for existence of wetland and creeks
across the site. Note existence within a site boundary
and degree of coverage.
• Existing Habitat to be Preserved - Collect and
analyze TOSV GIS and plat easement data for open
space designations. Visit the site to identify areas of
forest, meadow, riparian, and wetland habitats. Note
that preservation of open space was outlined as a
community priority.
Buildable Area
• Size of Suitable Area - This is an amalgamation of
several other subcategories. While non-buildable
areas (ie easements covering portions of the site) have
already been assessed in previous categories, this
category looks at the cumulative overlayment all of
those areas and calculates the resulting buildable area.
This was done by eliminating unsuitable physiology,
utility easements (assume current easement standards
along all lines), planning easements, and ecological
constraints from the site’s area. Resulting squarefootage defined the buildable area. This approach
helps balance large sites that have many constraints
with small sites that have less constraints - the result is
that their buildable areas might be comparative.

Community Impact

• Community Feedback - A subjective assessment of
qualitative feedback such as neighbor strife, council
hesitancy, existing structures/businesses/uses, visual/
contextual continuity, and visual impact. These notes
were collected during parcel/site assessment meetings
with the TOSV Master Housing Plan Committee and
Town Council presentations.
• Replacement Impact/Cost - A subjective assessment
regarding the loss, impact, and/or cost of replacement
to existing uses and infrastructure on the site. These
notes were collected during parcel/site assessment
meetings with the TOSV Master Housing Plan
Committee and Town Council presentations.

Suitability Matrix Summary
Once the data assessment for each subcategory had
been completed, each site received a rating from 1 to 5, 1
indicating poor suitability and 5 indicating high suitability.
The subcategories were then averaged for each of the 9 main
categories. Lastly, each site’s 9 main ratings were added
together to produce a total aggregate suitability rating.
The ratings for each of the main 9 categories and the total
aggregate suitability rating across all 21 sites can be seen in
the Summary Suitability Matrix on page 8.
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Averaged Suitability Category Ratings legend

SUMMARY SUITABILITY MATRIX

1.0-1.4

1.5-2.4

2.5-3.4

3.5-4.4

not suitable

4.5-5.0

highly suitable
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1

2

3

Krabloonik
Kennels

Krabloonik
Parking Lot

Divide Trail
Parking Lot

Physiology

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.8

3.3

Utilities

3.0

3.5

4.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

4.5

Services Proximity

3.0

3.0

3.3

4.3

4.3

4.3

4.3

Vehicular Access

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

Alternative
Transportation Proximity

1.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

5.0

Density Potential

1.5

1.5

1.0

4.5

Ecological Constraints
& Protection

5.0

5.0

5.0

Buildable Area

3.0

2.0

Community Impact

2.0

26.5

Suitability Category

Total Aggregate
Suitability Rating

4

9
Daly Ln
Upper
Lower
Carriage
Daly Ln Bus
Daly Ln Infill Redevelopm
Parking Lots Parking Lots Way & Lot 1
Terminal
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11
Lower
Mountain
View

12
Upper
Mountain
View

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Mountain
View Draw

Town Hall
Draw

Town Hall
Point

Upper
Woodbridge

Owl Creek
ROW

Rodeo Place
Extension

Hidden
Valley

Public Works
Housing

Wildcat
Ranch

2.8

3.0

2.0

1.8

2.0

3.0

2.3

3.5

3.8

3.0

2.5

1.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

3.0

4.0

2.5

2.5

4.5

2.0

4.3

4.3

4.0

4.3

3.3

3.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

3.7

3.3

2.7

3.0

2.7

5.0

4.5

4.5

5.0

2.5

2.5

1.5

3.5

4.5

2.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

5.0

1.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.5

5.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

4.5

4.5

4.5

5.0

4.5

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

4.0

3.5

4.0

2.5

2.5

1.0

2.5

1.0

4.3

3.7

3.7

5.0

5.0

3.0

3.7

2.3

3.7

3.7

3.0

3.0

3.7

5.0

3.7

2.0

3.7

3.0

1.0

5.0

5.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

2.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

3.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

4.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

26.5

28.8

38.2

37.5

35.5

37.3

37.1

33.1

31.9

29.2

29.0

27.1

35.2

34.2

29.1

30.7

30.3

22.7

31.2

17.2

see
pages
4-5

5

6

see
pages
6-7

7

8

10
Creekside
Infill

see pages
8-9

see pages
10 - 11

see
pages
12 - 13

Total Aggregate Suitability Rating legend
9

not suitable

45

highly suitable
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The composite ratings could be anywhere from 9 to 45, 9
being the least suitable and 45 being the most suitable. Of
the 21 sites’ composite scores, 17.2 (Wildcat Ranch) ranked the
lowest and 38.2 (Upper Parking Lots) ranked the highest.
The overall findings revealed that sites closer to the core
generally ranked higher. This was due to proximity of
transportation and services but also because those sites were
likely to have nearby utilities, not contain hazard zones, and
be away from ecologically sensitive areas.
These are the top ten ranked sites:
#1: Upper Parking Lots
#2: Lower Parking Lots
#3: Daly Ln Bus Terminal
#4: Daly Ln Infill
#5: Carriage Way & Lot 1
#6: Town Hall Draw
#7: Town Hall Point
#8: Daly Ln Redevelopment
#9: Creekside Infill
#10: Public Works Housing
In order to move forward with a feasibility study at the
schematic level, the top 10 sites were narrowed to 5 sites. In
some cases this happened by combining adjacent sites into
one (this occurred with the 3 Daly Ln sites and the 2 Town
Hall sites), and in some cases by choosing sites that were
representative of prototype development. It was decided
to focus on three of the numbered upper parking lots as
a prototype for all of the numbered lots. Three sites were

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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considered for a prototypical infill project (Creekside, Public
Works, and Lower Mountain View). The team chose to move
ahead with the Public Works site because it provided some
great ground-breaking opportunities and might be more
palatable for the Snowmass community.

Highly Developable Sites
Town Hall Draw - The Draw site ranked consistently
high in the suitability assessment due to its proximity to
the Snowmass Center. It has also been set up for easy
infrastructure tie-ins beyond the Town Hall building and
parking. Of the 5 highly developable sites, the Town Hall Draw
has potential for the highest quantity of units and highest
density partially due to earning the best Community Impact
score. The Point Site did not provide adequate buildable
area for housing development but could be conducive to a
neighborhood amenity.
The Draw site, having no existing development currently,
ranked lowest in physiology and ecological constraints. With
67% of the site having slopes greater than 30%, it will be
necessary to limit development to the least drastic slopes.
The draw function of the site itself will be one of the more
challenging attributes to overcome. A further study of the
draw will have to be conducted and adequate area for debris
flow will need to be included in the plan.
Public Works - While having a low density potential and small
buildable area, the Public Works site ranked both lowest of
the top 10 ranked sites yet selected for the highly developable
sites due to its outlying location. It will require some of the

least expensive construction costs. Its outlying location makes
it less obtrusive to existing neighborhoods and protected
views. And existing vehicular and utility infrastructure are
readily accessible.
However, the reason for it being more palatable to the
Snowmass community is also what might make it more
difficult for residents to live there. It’s fairly distant from the
core and essential services. The site also ranked low because
the site consists of difficult slopes for construction, there
are several adjacent wildlife sensitive areas, and the site is
surrounded by adjacent debris and avalanche hazards. The
fact that this parcel has already been developed on may
nullify these concerns.
Carriage Way & Lot 1 - The Carriage Way and Lot 1 site
ranked consistently high in the suitability assessment due to
its proximity to the Base Village and the Mall. The fact that a
building and parking lot currently exists makes it compelling
for developers considering construction costs for grading,
utility hook ups, and vehicular access.
The proposed project will have to account for 48 existing skier
parking spaces in Lot 1 along with the 12 units and 15 parking
spaces currently at the affordable housing site. This limited
net gain might make the project less appealing to the Town
who will need accommodate those lost units and parking in
the new project. Lot 1 is also home to the Blazing Adventures
outfitter who currently occupies approximately 700 sf of the
west side of Lot 1 during the summer and approximately 200sf
during the winter.

9
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Sites

TOWN HALL DRAW
14 4

Suitability
Category

Upper
Parking
Town
Hall
Draw Lots

Town Hall Draw

Physiology

Daly Ln - The Daly Ln site ranked consistently high in the
suitability assessment due to its proximity to the Mall. A
project here would make for highly desirable housing that is
directly in the town core, is fantastically slope-side, and wellconnected to transit.
The site’s buildable area doesn’t garner a lot of space and
therefore density would need to be fairly high to make the
cost of construction worth it. The Redevelopment parcel
(previously the Snowmass Inn) currently houses 39 people
under free-market rentals. These units would need to be
accounted for among the proposed projects and the relatively
low net gain in units might make the project less attractive for
the Town to pursue. The current bus terminal is already in the
works to being relocated to the proposed Snowmass Transit
Center and would therefore not affect the impact this site has
to the community.
Upper Lots - Lots 10, 11, and 12 were chosen to represent
a prototypical development on the skier parking lots since
they are furthest away from the core and vehicle entry, and
seemed to be used less frequently than the lower numbered
lots. The Upper Lots ranked the highest overall in the
suitability assessment due to their proximity to the Mall and
the infrastructure already in place. The sites are attractive
from a construction standpoint because they are already
largely graded, they have nearby utility access, and vehicular
access is already established.
The Upper Lots, although ranked highest in the objective
assessment, also remain one of the most contentious sites in
this Master Housing Plan. The use of day-skier parking is no

doubt a high commodity, particularly with Lot
12 that has direct skier access to the hill. Any
proposed project would have to accommodate
large majority of the 110 spaces in Lot 12, 118
spaces in Lot 11, and 92 spaces in Lot 10 to be a
viable project.

The following 5 matrices show the unabridged
evaluations for the 5 highly suitable sites. Unlike
the condensed version shown on page 8, these
matrices show the assessment score for each of
the subcategories as well as the data analysis that
contributed to being given that score (a complete
table of assessment criteria can be found in
Appendix __).

10
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6

Carriage
Way & Lot 1
Town
Hall Point

Town Hall Point

2.0
4.0

3.0 4.0

2.5

3

Site area
Site=area
42,588
= 65,668
SF
SF
29,56032,655
SF < 30%
SF <slope
10% slope
of site of site
1
5 =69% =50%
2050 SF
12,000
contiguous
SF contiguous
area < area <
30% 10%

5

5

Slope

15

Site area = 670,110 SF
Site area = 238,612 SF
448,315 SF > 30% slope
162,140 SF < 10% slope
=67% of site
=68% of site
1580 SF contiguous area <
10,000 SF contiguous area < 10%
30%

Drainage

45

Drainage collection from
None
surrounding hills.

11

Soil
silty clay loam,
Soiltype
typeKobar
Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association,
25 to
50 percent
12
to 25 percent
slopes
(Map slopes
1
(Map
Unit
11) -limited
Very limited
Unit
72)
- Very
site site
developmentrating
rating
development

SoilKobar
type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
Soil type
silty clay loam,
association,
25 to (Map
50 percent
12 to 25
percent slopes
1
1
slopes
Unit
11) - Very
Unit 72)
- Very(Map
limited
site
limited site
development rating
development
rating

25

Standard TOSV wildfire
Standard TOSV wildfire hazard; low
hazard; high debris/avalanche
3
debris/avalanche hazard
hazard

Standard TOSV wildfire
Standard
hazard;
mediumTOSV wildfire
5 debris/avalanche
hazard; lowhazard.
debris/avalanche
hazard
Existing
bus stop retaining
wall need to be avoided

Soils

Hazards

Utilities

Highly Developable Sites’ Suitability Matrices

15

4.0
4.0

No drainage conflicts shown
None
on GIS

4.5 4.0

5

3

4.5

Proximity

34

Water &
‐ main
goes
through
Water
Sewer
- main
120'parcel
Sewerparcel
‐ main in Snowmelt Road Electric‐ 4
from
Electric-Main
Main in adjacent
500'
ROW
from parcel

mainthrough
in adjacent
ROW
Water ‐Water‐
main goes
parcel
‐ main ROW
in Snowmelt
in adjacent
Electric‐Road
4 Sewer ‐Sewer
to parcel
feed toElectric‐Feed
parcel

4

Existing Capacity

54

No capacity issues, sewer tap would
No capacity issues
require snowmelt fix

No capacity issues, sewer tap
4 No capacity issues
would require snowmelt fix

5

Services
Proximity

4.7
4.3

5

4.7 4.3

Essential Daily Services

53

0.2mi to Post Office & Clark's
0.9mi to Post Office & Clark's Market 5
Market

4

Emergency Services

55

0.0mi
0.9mito
toPolice
PoliceStation
Station
0.7mi
1.3mito
toFire
FireStation
Station
0.8mi
0.2mito
toSnowmass
SnowmassClinic
Clinic

5

0.0mi to
0.5mi
Police
to Police
StationStation
5 0.6mi to
1.0mi
Fireto
Station
Fire Station
0.6mi to
Snowmass
Clinic Clinic
0.3mi
to Snowmass

45

Mountain View Trail crosses
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
into site, would need a trail
passive)
connector (0.0mi)
0.1mi to Nature Trail
0.2mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.2mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.2mi to Melton Ranch Trail

4

0.1mi to Mountain View Trail to
the west,
would
need Creek
a
0.1mi
to Brush
Trail
connector.
fromHill (counts as
0.1mi0.2mi
to Fanny
4
4
Mountain
View to the east.
passive)
0.1mi to
Brush
Creek Trail
0.3mi
to Nature
Trail
0.1mi to Melton Ranch Trail

Open Space Recreation

0.1mi to
0.5mi
PosttoOffice
Post Office
& Clark's
& Clark's
MarketMarket

3.0
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2

3

Town Hall Draw

Vehicular
Access

Existing Infrastructure to
buildable area

Slope

Alternative
Transportation
Proximity

Distance to
Walkways/Bikeways

Town Hall Point

5.0
3.5

35

TOWN HALL DRAW

4.5 5.0

Existing road access via
Existing road access via Carriage
driveway at Town Hall.
Way. Paved roads into each terrace 4
Terminated C&G road exists
exist.
ready for expansion (<100lf).

45

5

5.0
5.0

Ecological
5.0 Constraints &
Protection

Existing road access via
driveway at Town Hall.
Existing road access via
Adjacent to site's north
5
Carriage Way. Paved road into 5
perimeter and already has
site exist.
parking in the likely
development parking spot.

5

5.0 5.0

Town Hall Draw

55

5

Adjacent to attached
sidewalks towards Brush
Access across Carriage Way
5 Creek (<150ft)
to attached sidewalk
OR walk on local roads to
Snowmass Center (375ft)

Distance to Bus Stops

Density
Potential
Current Landuse & Zoning

Surrounding Parcel &
Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility

55

4.0
4.5

3.5 4.5

44

Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: SPA-1
LU: Community Facilities [have to
LU: Community Facilities
verify via SPA-1 language]

45

Surrounding
SurroundingParcel
ParcelZoning:
Zoning: Also
Also
SPA-1,
CC, OS
SPA-1,
OS, CC-PUD,
MU-2
Cons/Dev
Cons/DevArea:
Area:Community
Community
Facility/Institutional
Facility/InstitutionalArea
Area
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0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
Adjacent to Conoco bus stop
stop
0.1mi to Brush Creek/Wood
5
0.1mi to Lichenhearth bus
Rd bus shelter (via sidewalks
stop
and crosswalks)
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

3.0 3.7

3.7

5

5 None None

3

Contains portion of Elk Winter Range
Borders on Elk Winter Concentration
Area, Severe Winter Range, Migration
Corridors, and road crossings.
Borders on Mule Deer Migration
Corridor.
Near Sky Mountain Park & Burnt
Mountain North wildlife closure areas
but does not cross into site.
Ecologically sensitive area borders Site
to the W and NE.

1

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
site.
1000ftZone
Brushcovers
Creekentire
Impact
1
Flood Hazard
Zone covers
Zone covers
entire site.
small NW sliver of Site.

5

None

3

No easements
5 Gambel
None
Oak ecology on west
side

3

No easements
Planted reveg/trees. Not original
ecology but is serving some habitat.

5

4.0

4

4

2.5

4.0
5.0

0.5mi to Two Creek Portal stop
Size of Suitable Area
45
0.5mi to Fairway Drive stop

Community
Impact

3

Neighbor strife, council
hesitancy, existing
Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: CC-PUD
Zoning: PUB
4
LU: Village Core Area [have to 4 structures/businesses/uses,
LU: Community Facilities
LU: Community Facility
visual/contextual continuity,
verify via SPA-1 language]
visual impact

4

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Also CC-PUD, CC, OS
5
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area +
Facility/Institutional Area
Village Core Area

1

3

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
1000ft Brush Creek Impact Zone
Zone covers small portion of
covers portion of Site.
Site

Walk through paved Public Works
parking lot, down spur road, along Owl
Creek
road
shoulder,
Existing
Habitat
to be cross Owl Creek
No easements
None
15
Rd without crosswalk,
Preserved walk down Pine
Oak/sagebrush ecology
Crest Dr to Owl Creek Trail (paved)
(800ft)

Buildable Area
0.1mi to Conoco bus stop (via
sidewalks)
0.1mi to Top of Village bus stop
0.2mi to Brush Creek/Wood
0.1mi to #5/Elbert Lane bus stope
5
Rd bus shelter (via sidewalks
0.2mi to Mall Transit Station
and crosswalks)
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle
0.1mi to Upper/Lower
Snowmass Center bus stops

3.0
4.3

Existing spur and parking exists
accessing Public Works. Not likely new
None on site. Elk summer
road would be required.
Wildlife Sensative Areas
5
range
None is uphill but does not
cross or border site.

Wetlands & Creek Buffers

Walk along Town Hall access
road to attached sidewalk
Access across Carriage Way to
towards Brush Creek (475ft)
attached sidewalk
OR walk on local roads to
Snowmass Center (600ft)

Town Hall Point

Large buildable area but need
to know if there is geo hazards
flat and highly buildable
in the swale area that will
affect buildable area.

2

5.0
2.0

53

Surrounding Parcel Zoning: OS
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area
Replacement Impact/Cost
51

Total Aggregate
Suitability
Rating

2.0 3.0

35.2
38.2
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approx. 3/4 acre depending on
from
of wall
or other
3 setback
flat
andtop
highly
buildable
geohazards

4.0 2.0
Tried to inlude the lots as
redevelopment in the Comp Plan
Has been discussed for
and P&Z hardily disapproved. It is
housing for many years.
referenced in the West Village CPA
in the Comp Plan.

Must account for lost skier day
No replacement required.
parking spaces in redevelopment

Very prominent
location
and
Impact to skier
parking.
might Impact
get pushback.
to existing residents.

2.0

2

4.0

3

3

5

Must account for lost skier day
parking spaces (48 spaces in
Lot 1, 25 spaces in Carriage
1 No replacement
required.
3
Way) in redevelopment.
39
current employees (12 units)
must be accounted for
elsewhere.

34.2
35.5

Quite a bit of steep slope but it is adjacent
to very flat parking lot. Elk range a
consideration.

5

31.2

probably little pushback because of
existing uses

Loss and/or impact to existing parking.
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Sites
4 20

15

Suitability
Category

aw

Upper
Lots
Public Parking
Works Housing

Town Hall Point

3.0

3

Site area = 42,588 SF
29,560 SF < 30% slope
=69% of site
Slope
2050 SF contiguous area <
30%

5

No drainage conflicts shown
Drainage
on GIS

70,110 SF
> 30% slope

guous area <

ection from
hills.

ar silty clay loam,
ent slopes (Map
y limited site
rating

SV wildfire
debris/avalanche

Physiology

2.5
4.0

1
5

5

1

Soil type Kobar silty clay loam,
12 to 25 percent slopes (Map
Soils
Unit 72) - Very limited site
development rating

1

3

Standard TOSV wildfire
hazard; medium
Hazards
debris/avalanche hazard.
Existing bus stop retaining
wall need to be avoided

5
3

4.5

er - main 120'
4

500' from parcel

Utilities
Water ‐ main goes through parcel
Sewer ‐ in adjacent ROW
Electric‐
Proximity
feed to parcel

PUBLIC WORKS HOUSING

3.5
Site area = 25,667
238,612SF
SF
15,900
162,140SF
SF><30%
10%slope
slope
=62%
=68% of site
750
SF SF
contiguous
area
< 30%
10,000
contiguous
area
< 10%
Existing road access via
driveway at Town Hall.
3
Terminated C&G road exists
None
ready for expansion (<100lf).

6

Carriage Way & Lot 1

4.04.5

4

5

1

low
Standard TOSV wildfire hazard; medium
debris/avalanche hazard
5.0

5

5.0

Site area = 65,668 SF
32,655 SF < 10% slope
=50% of site
12,000
SF contiguous
area
Existing
road access
via<
10%driveway at Town Hall.

5

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
Soil type Gothic loam, 6 to 25 percent
association, 25 to 50 percent slopes
slopes (Map Unit 53) - Very limited site
(Map Unit 11) - Very limited site
development rating
development rating
4

Vehicular
Access

5

Adjacent
to site's
north
Existing
Infrastructure
to
perimeter
and
already
has
buildable
area
None
parking in the likely
development parking spot.
Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent
slopes (Map Unit 11) - Very
limited site development rating
Slope

Standard TOSV wildfire
Alternative
hazard; low debris/avalanche
5.0 hazard Transportation

5

4.5
4.0

4

3.0

Existing spur
parking
exists
road and
access
via Carriage
accessing
Public
Notterrace
likely new
Way. Paved
roadsWorks.
into each
None
on site. Elk summer
road
be required.
exist.would
5
range is uphill but does not
cross or border site.

5

3

4.0
Walk along Town Hall access
road to attached sidewalk
Water
goes through
5 ‐ main
towards
Brush parcel
Creek (475ft)
Water & Sewer ‐main in adjacent ROW
Sewer ‐ main
Snowmelt
Road
Electric‐
ORinwalk
on local
roads
to
Electric‐Vault adjacent to parcel
Main in adjacent
ROW Center (600ft)
Snowmass

5
4

Adjacent to attached
sidewalks towards Brush
Distance to
Water‐
main(<150ft)
in adjacent ROW
Creek
Walkways/Bikeways
Sewer
‐
main
in
Snowmelt
Roadto
OR walk on local roads
Electric‐Feed
to parcel
Snowmass
Center (375ft)

4
5

5
5

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
Zone covers small portion of
Site

Walk through paved Public Works
parking lot, down spur road, along Owl
Creek
shoulder,
cross
Accessroad
across
Carriage
WayOwl
to Creek
No easements
1 without
Rd
crosswalk, walk down Pine
attached
sidewalk
Oak/sagebrush ecology
Crest Dr to Owl Creek Trail (paved)
(800ft)

5.0

5

4.0

ues

5

4.7

Office & Clark's

e Station
Station
wmass Clinic

w Trail crosses
d need a trail
0mi)
h Creek Trail
on Ranch Trail

5

5

4

No capacity issues
Existing Capacity

Services
Proximity
0.1mi to Post Office & Clark's
Essential Daily Services
Market

0.0mi to Police Station
Emergency
0.6mi to Fire
Station Services
0.6mi to Snowmass Clinic

0.1mi to Mountain View Trail to
the west, would need a
connector. 0.2mi from
Open Space Recreation
Mountain View to the east.
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.1mi to Melton Ranch Trail

5
4

3.0
4.3
3
2

5
3

5
4

0.1mi to Conoco bus stop (via
No capacitysidewalks)
issues, sewer tap would
No capacity0.2mi
issuesto Brush Creek/Wood
require snowmelt fix
Rd bus shelter (via sidewalks
5
and crosswalks)
0.1mi to Upper/Lower
Snowmass Center bus stops

4.0
0.9mi to Post Office & Clark's Market
2.0mi
Zoning: SPA-1
4
LU: Community Facilities
0.9mi to Police Station
2.2mi
1.3mi to Fire Station
1.4mi
0.2mi to Snowmass Clinic
2.6mi
Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, CC-PUD, CC, OS
4
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area
0.1mi to Lowline
Fanny Hill
(counts
as to
0.0mi
Trail
(Connects
passive)
Highline/Deadline
Trails)
0.1mi to Owl
Nature
TrailTrail
0.2mi
Creek
BrushBlake
Creek
Trail
0.2mi to Tom
Trail

4
5

4.3
3.5
4
3

5

4

4

No capacity
issues,
sewer tap
Adjacent
to Conoco
bus stop
would
require
snowmelt
fix
0.1mi
to Brush
Creek/Wood
Distance to Bus Stops
Rd bus shelter (via sidewalks
and crosswalks)

Density
Potential
0.5mi to Post Office & Clark's
Market
Zoning: CC-PUD
Current Landuse & Zoning
LU: Community Facilities
0.5mi to Police Station
1.0mi to Fire Station
0.3mi to Snowmass Clinic
Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Surrounding Parcel &
Also CC-PUD, CC, OS
Comprehensive Plan
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Compatibility
Facility/Institutional Area
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
0.3mi to Nature Trail

4
5

2.5
4.5
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0.1mi to Top
of Village
busarea
stopbut need
Large
buildable
0.5mi
CreekifLane
Portal
stop
0.1mi to Two
#5/Elbert
stope
to know
therebus
is
geo
hazards
4
0.5mi
Drive
stop that will
0.2mi to Fairway
Mall
Transit
Station
in the
swale
area
0.2mi to existing
Mall-Village
Shuttle
affect buildable
area.

5.0

4

Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: PUB
Has been discussed for
LU:
5 Community Facilities [have to
LU: Community
Facility
housing
for many years.
verify via SPA-1 language]

5
1

Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
Surrounding Parcel Zoning: OS
SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area
Facility/Institutional
Area required.
5
No replacement

12

35.2
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Existing road access via
Carriage Way. Paved road into
site exist.
None Wildlife Sensative Areas

3.7
4.3

5
3

5

1

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
Wetlands & Creek Buffers
Zone covers entire site.

3
5

1000ft Brush Creek Impact Zone
None
covers portion of Site.

1

3

No across
easements
Access
Carriage Way
Existing Habitat to be
Gambelsidewalk
Oak ecology on west
to attached
Preserved
side

5
3

No easements
None
Planted reveg/trees. Not original
ecology but is serving some habitat.

5

2.0

5

2

Buildable Area
0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
stopapprox. 3/4 acre depending on
0.1mi
to Lichenhearth
bus
setback
from
topofofSuitable
wall or other
Size
Area
stopgeohazards
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

Community
Impact

4.0
4.5

4

3.7

Contains portion of Elk Winter Range
Borders on Elk Winter Concentration
Area, Severe Winter Range, Migration
Corridors, and road crossings.
Borders on Mule Deer Migration
Corridor.
None
Near Sky Mountain Park & Burnt
Mountain North wildlife closure areas
but does not cross into site.
Ecologically sensitive area borders Site
to the W and NE.

5

4.0
5.0

Proximity

Ecological
Constraints &
Protection

5.03.0

3

5
5

Neighbor strife, council
Zoning: SPA-1 hesitancy, existing
Very prominent location and
LU: Village
Core Area [have to
structures/businesses/uses,
might get pushback.
verify via
SPA-1 language]
visual/contextual
continuity,
visual impact
Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area +
Replacement
Impact/Cost
No replacement
required.
Village Core Area

34.2

Total Aggregate
Suitability
Rating

5.0
2.0

2
5

3.0

Quite a bit of steep slope but it is adjacent
to very
parking
lot. Elk range a
flat
andflat
highly
buildable
consideration.

4.0
2.0

3

2.0

5
3

Tried to inlude the lots as
redevelopment in the Comp Plan
probably little pushback because of
and P&Z hardily disapproved. It is
existing uses
referenced in the West Village CPA
in the Comp Plan.

3

1
3

Must account for lost skier day
Loss and/or impact to existing parking.
parking spaces in redevelopment

1

38.2
31.2
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Sites
Suitability
Category

Upper Parking Lots

Physiology
Site area = 238,612 SF
162,140 SF < 10% slope
Slope
=68% of site
10,000 SF contiguous area < 10%

6

UpperWay
Parking
Carriage
& LotLots
1

Carriage Way & Lot 1

None

Drainage

Vehicular
Access

4.0

5

5

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent slopes
Soils
(Map Unit 11) - Very limited site
development rating

1

Standard TOSV wildfire hazard; low
Hazards
debris/avalanche hazard

5

Site area = 65,668 SF
Site area = 238,612 SF
32,655 SF < 10% slope
162,140 SF < 10% slope
=50% of site
=68% of site
12,000 SF contiguous area <
10,000 SF contiguous area < 10%
10%
Existing Infrastructure to
buildable area
None

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent slopes
slopesUnit
(Map
11)limited
- Very site
(Map
11)Unit
- Very
limited site development
rating
development
rating
Slope
Standard TOSV wildfire
Standard TOSV Alternative
wildfire hazard; low
hazard; low debris/avalanche
debris/avalanche
hazard
Transportation
hazard

5.0
4.0

5

5
5

1
5

5

5.0

Proximity

Utilities
Water ‐ main goes through parcel
Sewer ‐ main in Snowmelt Road
Electric‐
Proximity
Main in adjacent ROW

4.0

4

CARRIAGE WAY & LOT 1

6 4

4

Vehicular
Access
Site area = 65,668 SF
32,655 SF < 10% slope
=50% of site
12,000 SF contiguous area <
10%
Existing road access via Carriage
Existing Infrastructure to
Way. Paved roads into each terrace
buildable area
exist.
None

5.0

5

Ecological
Constraints &
Protection

Existing road access via Carriage
Carriage
Way.
Paved
into
Way. Paved
roads
intoroad
each
terrace
exist.exist.
site
Wildlife Sensative Areas

Services
Proximity
0.9mi to PostEssential
Office & Clark's
Daily Services
Market

0.9mi to Police Station
1.3mi to Fire Station
Emergency Services
0.2mi to Snowmass Clinic

0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
Open Space Recreation
0.1mi to Nature Trail
0.2mi to Brush Creek Trail

4

5

5
4

Distance to
Water
mainin
goes
through
parcel
Water‐‐main
adjacent
ROW
Walkways/Bikeways
Sewer ‐ main in Snowmelt Road Electric‐
Main
in adjacent
ROW
Electric‐Feed
to parcel

No capacity issues, sewer tap would
would require
snowmelt
fix
require
snowmelt
fix
Distance to Bus Stops

Density
Potential
0.5mi to Post Office & Clark's
0.9mi to Post Office & Clark's Market
Market
Current Landuse & Zoning
0.5mi to Police Station
0.9mi
1.0mi to Fire Station
1.3mi
0.3mi to Snowmass Clinic
0.2mi
Surrounding Parcel &
Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility
0.1mi to Fanny
Hill (counts
Brush Creek
Trail as
passive)
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
0.1mi
to Nature Trail
passive)
0.2mi
0.3mi to Brush
NatureCreek
Trail Trail

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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5

5

5

Standard TOSV Alternative
wildfire
hazard; low debris/avalanche
Transportation
hazard

5.0

5.0

Proximity

Wetlands & Creek Buffers

3

Access across Carriage Way to
Existing Habitat to be
attached
sidewalk
to
attached
sidewalk
Preserved

5

Ecological
Constraints &
Protection

Existing road access via
Carriage Way. Paved road into
site exist.
None
Wildlife Sensative Areas

3.7
4.3

5
4

Distance
Access across Carriage Way
to to
Water‐ main in adjacent ROW
attached sidewalk
Walkways/Bikeways
Sewer ‐ main in Snowmelt Road
Electric‐Feed to parcel

5

5

4

4.3
4.5
4
4

5

5

4

0.1mi
to Topissues,
of Village
bus
No capacity
sewer
tapstop
0.1mi
#5/Elbert
Lane fix
bus stope
wouldtorequire
snowmelt
Distance to Bus Stops
0.2mi to Mall Transit Station
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle

Density
Potential
0.5mi to Post Office & Clark's
Zoning:
Market SPA-1
LU: Community
Current
Facilities
Landuse
[have
& Zoning
to
verify via SPA-1 language]
0.5mi to Police Station
1.0mi to Fire Station
0.3mi to Snowmass Clinic
Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
Surrounding Parcel &
SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Comprehensive Plan
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Compatibility
Facility/Institutional Area
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
0.3mi to Nature Trail

5

4.5

0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
0.1mi to Top of Village bus stop
stop
0.1mi to #5/Elbert Lane bus stope
Size of Suitable
Area
0.1mi to Lichenhearth
bus
0.2mi to Mall Transit Station
stop
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

Community
Impact

4

Neighbor strife, council
Zoning: SPA-1 hesitancy, existing
structures/businesses/uses,
LU: Village
Community
CoreFacilities
Area [have
[have
to to
continuity,
verify viavisual/contextual
SPA-1 language]
visual impact

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area +
Replacement
Impact/Cost
Facility/Institutional
Area
Village Core Area

Total Aggregate
Suitability
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5

5.0

55

2.0
4.5

None

1000ft Brush Creek Impact Zone
Wetlands & Creek Buffers
covers portion of Site.

Access across Carriage Way
Existing Habitat to be
None
to attached sidewalk
Preserved

Buildable Area
0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
stop
flat
andto
highly
buildable
Size of Suitable
Area
0.1mi
Lichenhearth
bus
stop
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

Community
Impact

34

Neighbor
strife, council
Tried to inlude
the lots as
existing
redevelopment
the Comp Plan
Zoning: SPA-1in hesitancy,
structures/businesses/uses,
and
hardily
LU:P&Z
Village
Coredisapproved.
Area [have toIt is
visual/contextual
continuity,
referenced
in the language]
West Village
CPA
verify via
SPA-1
in the Comp Plan.
visual impact

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Must
account for lostArea
skier+
day
Facility/Institutional
Replacement Impact/Cost
parking
in redevelopment
Village spaces
Core Area

1

38.2

3.7

5

5

None

31

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
Zone covers
1000ft
Brush entire
Creek site.
Impact Zone
Flood Hazard
covers
covers
portionZone
of Site.
small NW sliver of Site.

1

1000ft Brush Creek Im
Zone covers entire site
Flood Hazard Zone co
small NW sliver of Site

5

None

5

None

4.0

4.3
3
4

5

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent
slopes (Map Unit 11) - Very
limited site development rating
Slope

Buildable Area
No capacity issues, sewer tap would
Existing Capacity
require snowmelt fix

5.0
4.3

Total Aggregate
Suitability
Rating

5.0
3.0

53

3.0

flat and highly buildable

2.0

flat and highly buildab

2.0

3

Tried to inlude the lots as
redevelopment in the Comp Plan
Impact to skier parking.
and P&Z hardily disapproved. It is
Impact to existing residents.
referenced in the West Village CPA
in the Comp Plan.

1

Must account for lost skier day
parking spaces (48 spaces in
Lot 1, 25 spaces in Carriage
Must account for lost skier day
Way) in redevelopment. 39
parking spaces in redevelopment
current employees (12 units)
must be accounted for
elsewhere.

38.2
35.5

3

3

Impact to skier parking
Impact to existing resi

1

Must account for lost s
parking spaces (48 sp
Lot 1, 25 spaces in Ca
Way) in redevelopmen
current employees (12
must be accounted fo
elsewhere.

35.5

13

Sites
7 4

Suitability
Category

Parking
Lots
DalyUpper
Ln Bus
Terminal

Daly Ln Bus Terminal

Physiology

Slope

Drainage

Soils

Hazards

Utilities

8

5

DALY LANE
9

Site area = 12,901 SF
Site area = 238,612 SF
10,167 SF < 10% slope
162,140 SF < 10% slope
=79% of site
=68% of site
6,000 SF contiguous area <
10,000 SF contiguous area < 10%
10%

4

Site area
10,493
SF SF
Site=
area
= 65,668
6,046 32,655
SF < 10%
slope
SF <
10% slope
of siteof site
5 =57%=50%
3,500 12,000
SF contiguous
area <area <
SF contiguous
10% 10%

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent slopes
1
slopes
(Map
11)limited
- Very site
(Map Unit
11)Unit
- Very
limited
site development
rating
development
rating

Soil type
SoilAnvil-Skylick-Sligting
type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association,
25 to 50
association,
25 percent
to 50 percent
1
1
slopesslopes
(Map (Map
Unit 11)
- Very
Unit
11) - Very
limitedlimited
site development
ratingrating
site development

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent
slopes (Map Unit 11) - Very
limited site development rating

Standard TOSV wildfire
Standard TOSV wildfire hazard; low
hazard; low debris/avalanche
debris/avalanche hazard
hazard

Standard
TOSVTOSV
wildfire
Standard
wildfire
low debris/avalanche
5 hazard;
hazard;
low debris/avalanche
hazard
hazard

Standard TOSV wildfire
hazard; low debris/avalanche
hazard

1

4.5
4.0

5

5 None None

4.5 4.0

4

WaterWater‐
& Sewer
main
‐ main
in adjacent
in adjacent
ROW
Electric‐Feed
in Snowmelt
to Road
4 ROW Sewer ‐ main
parcel Electric‐Feed to parcel

Existing Capacity

4
5

No capacity issues, sewer tap would
No capacity issues
require snowmelt fix

No capacity issues, sewer tap
4 No capacity issues
would require snowmelt fix

Services
Proximity

4.3

Essential Daily Services

Emergency Services

Open Space Recreation

3

5

5

3

5

4.3 4.3
0.7mi to Post Office & Clark's
0.9mi to Post Office & Clark's Market 3
Market

4

0.7mi
0.9mi to Police Station
1.1mi
1.3mi to Fire Station
0.0mi
0.2mi to Snowmass Clinic

0.7mi 0.5mi
to Police
to Police
Station
Station
5 1.1mi 1.0mi
to FiretoStation
Fire Station
0.0mi 0.3mi
to Snowmass
to Snowmass
Clinic Clinic

0.0mi to Benedict Park
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
passive)
0.1mi to Nature Trail
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.2mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.2mi to Nature Trail

5

5

0.7mi 0.5mi
to Post
toOffice
Post Office
& Clark's
& Clark's
Market
Market

0.0mi to Benedict Park
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
4 passive)
passive)
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.3mi to Nature Trail
0.2mi to Nature Trail

5

5

Slope

5

4.55.0

Daly
Existing road access via Carriage
Ln. Paved
road
intointo
siteeach
exitsterrace
Way.
Paved
roads
for bus terminal.
exist.

5.0

4.5

4

Existing road access via Daly
Ln runs along one side of
Existing road access via
parcel (and buildable area).
5
Carriage Way. Paved road into 4
No road into site but might
site exist.
only require garage parking
(therefore no road needed)

5

5

5

5.05.0

5.0

4.5

4

5

Water & Sewer ‐ main in adjacent
ROW
Electric‐Feed to
parcel

No capacity issues

4.3
3

5

5

Distance to
Walkways/Bikeways

Distance to Bus Stops

Density
Potential
0.7mi to Post Office & Clark's
Market

0.7mi to Police Station
1.1mi to Fire Station
0.0mi to Snowmass Clinic

0.0mi to Benedict Park
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.2mi to Nature Trail
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Existing Infrastructure to
buildable area

Alternative
Transportation
Proximity

Daly Ln Infill

5.0

Site area = 39,090 SF
32,442 SF < 30% slope
=83% of site
1,500 SF contiguous area <
10%
West Fork Brush Creek covers
portion of site.

5

Daly Ln Bus Terminal

Vehicular
Access

3.3

4

None

Water &
‐ main
Sewer‐
goes
main
through
in adjacent
parcel
ROW
Sewer ‐ main in
Electric‐Feed
Snowmelt Road
to Electric‐ 4
parcel
Main in adjacent ROW

Proximity

Daly Ln Redevelopment

Daly Ln Redelopment

3.8 4.0

5

5

Carriage
Way & Lot 1
Daly
Ln Infill

Daly Ln Infill

4.0

6
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Current Landuse & Zoning

Surrounding Parcel &
Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility

5

0.0mi to Carriage Way
Access across Carriage Way to
attached sidewalk
attached sidewalk
0.0mi to pedestrian mall

5

0.0mi to Carriage Way
Access across Carriage Way
5 attached sidewalk
to attached sidewalk
0.0mi to pedestrian mall

5

5

0.1mi to Top of Village bus stop
Mall Transit
Station
0.1mi to #5/Elbert
Lane
bus stope
5
0.1mi to Mall
Skittles
lift Station
0.2mi
Transit
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle

0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
stop
0.1mi to Mall Transit Station
5
0.1mi to Lichenhearth bus
0.1mi to Skittles lift
stop
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

5

4.5

5.04.5

4

Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: SPA-1
LU: Community Facilities [have to
LU: Village Core Area
verify via SPA-1 language]

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
SPA-1,
OS,
MU-2CC
Also MU,
SPA-1,
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Village Core
Facility/Institutional
Area
Area

4.5

Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: MF
LU: Village Core Area [have to 4
LU: Village Core Area
verify via SPA-1 language]

5

4

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Also SPA-1, MU
5
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Cons/Dev Area: Village Core
Facility/Institutional Area +
Area
Village Core Area

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN

5

DALY LANE

Daly Ln Redelopment

4.5

4

5

5.0

Vehicular
Access

Ecological
5.0
Constraints &
Protection

4.5
5.0

Existing road access via Daly
Ln runs along one side of
parcel Existing
(and buildable
area). to
Infrastructure
No road into sitebuildable
but mightarea
only require garage parking
(therefore no road needed)

4
5

Slope

5

5

5.0

5.0

Alternative
Transportation
Proximity

0.0mi to Carriage Way
Distance to
attached sidewalk
Walkways/Bikeways
0.0mi to pedestrian mall

5

Daly Ln Bus Terminal

Existing road access via Daly
Existing road access via Carriage
Ln. Small paved spur enters
Way. Paved roads into each terrace
parcel for exterior parking and
exist.
access but is in bad condition.

5

5

0.0mi to Carriage Way
Access across Carriage Way to
attached sidewalk
attached sidewalk
0.0mi to pedestrian mall

5

0.1mi to Mall Transit Station
Distance to Bus Stops
0.1mi to Skittles lift

5

5.0

Density
Potential

5

Zoning: MF
Current Landuse & Zoning
LU: Village Core Area

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Surrounding Parcel &
Also SPA-1, MU
Comprehensive Plan
Cons/Dev Area: Village Core
Compatibility
Area

5

5

4

Zoning: SPA-1
Zoning: SPA-1
LU: Community Facilities [have to
LU:Village Core Area
verify via SPA-1 language]

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
SPA-1,
OS, MU-2
Also
SPA-1,
MU, CC, MF
Community
Cons/Dev Area: Village
Core
Facility/Institutional Area
Area

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
5
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area +
Replacement Impact/Cost
15
Village Core Area
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Total Aggregate
Suitability
Rating

None
None

38.2
37.3

3.0

5

5 NoneNone

5

None

1000ft Brush Creek Impact Zone
None
covers portion of Site.

5

1000ft Brush Creek Impact
Zone covers entire site.
1 None
Flood Hazard Zone covers
small NW sliver of Site.

1

200ft West Fork Brush Creek
buffer (arbitrary buffer) covers
majority of site.

None
None

5

5 NoneNone

3

No easements
West Fork Brush Creek
riparian ecology

1.03.0

flat
flat and
but small
highlysite
buildable

1

4.0
2.0

Neighbor strife, council
hesitancy,
existing
Zoning:
SPA-1
structures/businesses/uses,
33 to
4
LU: Village Core Area [have
visual/contextual
verify viacontinuity,
SPA-1 language]
visual impact

Daly Ln Redelopment

5.03.7

5.0
1.0

0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
stop
Size
of Suitable
Area
0.1mi
to Lichenhearth
bus51
stop
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

Community
Impact
4.5

4.5

35

Access across Carriage Way
Existing Habitat to be
55
to attached sidewalk
Preserved

Buildable Area
0.1mi to Top of Village bus stop
0.1mi to Mall
Transit
Station
#5/Elbert
Lane
bus stope
0.1mi
lift Station
0.2mi to Skittles
Mall Transit
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle

5.0
4.3

Existing road access via
Carriage Way. Paved road into
site exist.
Wildlife Sensative Areas
55

Wetlands & Creek Buffers

Daly Ln Infill

3 flat but
flatsmall
and site
highly buildable

4.02.0
Bus depot
being
Tried
to inlude
themoved
lots asin
transportation master
plan. Plan
redevelopment
in the Comp
Pushback
woulddisapproved.
likely still
and
P&Z hardily
It is
occur because
ofWest
density
of CPA
referenced
in the
Village
buildings
around
in
the Comp
Plan.it.

Bus terminal is already being
relocated
under
Must
account
fortransportation
lost skier day
master plan.
Some
demolition
parking
spaces
in redevelopment
costs but not prohibitive.

2

flat but small site

2.0

3

Town doesn't own yet.
Currently serves as green
spaceImpact
for recreation
needed
to skier -parking.
3
in theImpact
area. Pushback
to existingwould
residents.
likely still occur because of
density of buildings around it.

5

Must account for lost skier day
parking spaces (48 spaces in
Lot 1, 25 spaces in Carriage
Basic demolition, nothing
1
1
Way) in redevelopment. 39
requires replacement
current employees (12 units)
must be accounted for
elsewhere.

37.1
35.5
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2.0

3

33.1

Daly Ln Redevelopment
(Snowmass Inn) and the
Mountain Chalet were bought
as a package deal.
Slope-side housing is a
premium and would be better
as free market.

Current employee housing
would need to be accounted
for elsewhere.

15

Sites
4

Suitability
Category

Upper Parking Lots

Physiology

Slope

Drainage

Soils

Hazards

4.0

5

UPPER PARKING LOTS
6

Carriage Way & Lot 1

4.0
Site area = 238,612 SF
162,140 SF < 10% slope
=68% of site
10,000 SF contiguous area < 10%

5

5

None

1

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent slopes
(Map Unit 11) - Very limited site
development rating

1

Standard TOSV wildfire hazard; low
debris/avalanche hazard

5

5

5

Vehicular
Access
Site area = 65,668 SF
32,655 SF < 10% slope
=50% of site
12,000 SF contiguous area <
10%
Existing Infrastructure to
buildable area
None

5.0

5

5.0

Existing road access via Carriage
Way. Paved roads into each terrace
exist.

5

Soil type Anvil-Skylick-Sligting
association, 25 to 50 percent
slopes (Map Unit 11) - Very
limited site development rating
Slope

5

5

Standard TOSV Alternative
wildfire
hazard; low debris/avalanche
hazard Transportation

5.0

5.0

Proximity

Utilities

Proximity

4.0

4

Ecological
Constraints &
Protection

4

Services
Proximity

4.3

Essential Daily Services

Emergency Services

Open Space Recreation

3

5

5

5

None

5

Wetlands & Creek Buffers

3

1000ft Brush Creek Impact Zone
covers portion of Site.

1

Access across Carriage Way
Existing Habitat to be
to attached sidewalk
Preserved

5

None

5

4.0
Water ‐ main goes through parcel
Sewer ‐ main in Snowmelt Road Electric‐
Main in adjacent ROW

4

Distance to
Water‐ main in adjacent ROW
Walkways/Bikeways
Sewer ‐ main in Snowmelt Road
Electric‐Feed to parcel

5

No capacity issues, sewer tap would
require snowmelt fix

4

4.3
0.9mi to Post Office & Clark's Market

0.9mi to Police Station
1.3mi to Fire Station
0.2mi to Snowmass Clinic

0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
0.1mi to Nature Trail
0.2mi to Brush Creek Trail

4

5

4

No capacity issues, sewer tap
would require snowmelt fix
Distance to Bus Stops

Density
Potential
0.5mi to Post Office & Clark's
Market
Current Landuse & Zoning
0.5mi to Police Station
1.0mi to Fire Station
0.3mi to Snowmass Clinic
Surrounding Parcel &
Comprehensive Plan
Compatibility
0.1mi to Brush Creek Trail
0.1mi to Fanny Hill (counts as
passive)
0.3mi to Nature Trail

5

Access across Carriage Way to
attached sidewalk

0.1mi to Top of Village bus stop
0.1mi to #5/Elbert Lane bus stope
0.2mi to Mall Transit Station
0.2mi to existing Mall-Village Shuttle

4.5

5

4

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning: Also
SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area
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5

4.5
Zoning: SPA-1
LU: Community Facilities [have to
verify via SPA-1 language]
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3.7

Existing road access via
Carriage Way. Paved road into
site exist.
Wildlife Sensative Areas

Buildable Area

Existing Capacity

4.3

0.1mi to Stonebridge Inn bus
stop
0.1mi to Lichenhearth
bus
Size of Suitable
Area
stop
0.2 to Mall Transit Station

Community
Impact

4

Neighbor strife, council
Zoning: SPA-1 hesitancy, existing
LU: Village
structures/businesses/uses,
Core Area [have to
verify via
SPA-1 language]
visual/contextual
continuity,
visual impact

5

Surrounding Parcel Zoning:
Also SPA-1, OS, MU-2
Cons/Dev Area: Community
Facility/Institutional Area +
Replacement Impact/Cost
Village Core Area

Total Aggregate
Suitability
Rating

5.0

5

3.0

flat and highly buildable

2.0

3

2.0

3

Tried to inlude the lots as
redevelopment in the Comp Plan
and P&Z hardily disapproved. It is
referenced in the West Village CPA
in the Comp Plan.

3

1

Must account for lost skier day
parking spaces in redevelopment

1

38.2
TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN

35.5

PR
OG
RA
AN
A LY M
SIS

Introduction
It is important to develop a realistic working program,
including unit counts, sizes, and number of bedrooms, to test
the development feasibility of the selected sites. This program
summary is also used to determine other aspects of site
development such as amenities and parking counts. Lastly,
the working program determines the revenue projections
included in the pro forma analysis by determining rental rates
and/or sales price.
The program summary for the TOSV Housing Master Plan
is extrapolated from several sources, including the 2018
Snowmass Village Comprehensive Plan, the 2017 RRC
Workforce Housing Demand Analysis Update, the Greater
Roaring Fork Regional Housing Survey, the TOSV Housing
Guidelines, and CHFA 2020 Income Limits. The unit counts
and mix will be verified with the project leaders prior to
conducting site tests on the highly developable sites.

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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Background & Demand Analysis
The TOSV’s employment base is heavily dominated by resortrelated industries and providing a diversity of affordable
housing options in Snowmass Village is vital to its success.
Most experts believe that a jobs-to-housing ratio between
0.75 and 1.5 is beneficial to the well-being of a community,
its economy, and its workforce [xx]. Due to the impact of
seasonal and part-time labor, a resort economy will likely
exceed this ratio. However, it is still important to strive to
reach this goal. Ratios for the TOSV in the Comprehensive
Plan were 1.88, a significantly better ratio than Pitkin County
at 2.68. Still, the majority of employees working in the town
do not live there and are commuting from surrounding areas
[1. Page 117].
Data presented in 2017 projected the total employment
base for 2020 for the TOSV at 2,449 employees [2]. While
those numbers have not been updated since 2017, one can
assume those numbers are generally an accurate indication
of number of employees in TOSV (not withstanding current
economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic). Additional
Comprehensive Plan data projects steady, strong growth
and an additional 720 jobs being generated by 2040 [1. Page
125]. Currently, TOSV is providing 423 workforce housing units
(ownership and rental) and an additional 195 units are being
provided by the County and the private sector [1. Page 117].
It is anticipated, based on housing demand analysis, that
383 additional units are still needed to respond to current
demand for employee housing [131]. This was based on 2010
demand reports and current employee housing program

data such as waitlist and applications on file. Data from the
Comprehensive Plan showed 143 individuals on the Housing
Office waitlist waiting for Studio to 3-Bed units and an
average of 14.7 qualified applicants per property have applied
for housing units [1. Page 131]. This is supported by data from
2017 showing 16 qual applicants for each unit [2. Page 9] .
Based upon the goal of housing 60% of TOSV employees in
restricted units, the Updated Employee Generation analysis
completed by RRC as presented in 2017 shows current
demand at 231 units and future demand (total) at 478 units
[2. Page 8].

Affordability
Currently, a household of two adults needs to make between
$200,000 and $250,000 annually in order to acquire a marketvalued unit (median home value is $1,029,700) while an annual
income of about $100,000 would suffice for a deed-restricted
housing unit priced around $500,000 or less.
The median household income of owner-occupied units (both
single-family and multi-family units) in Snowmass Village
was $101,369 in 2015, leaving a significant gap that easily
demonstrates the lack of housing affordability in Snowmass
Village’s market rate housing and the need for more
subsidized housing through the Employee Housing Program
[1. Page xx].
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TOSV Income-Home Price Guideline [4].
2020 Maximum Income and Networth Guideline
Renters had a median
household income of $50,714
in 2015, which provides them
revenue for a rent of about
$1,200. With the median rental
unit cost at about $2,800 for
a two-bedroom unit in 2015,
rental properties seem to
be much more affordable in
general, although someone
making less than the median
income will quickly be priced
out of the rental market in
Snowmass Village [1. Page 128].

Corresponding CHFA Income Categories [5].
TOSV
Unit Rental Rate

% AMI

Income Limit

Studio
$520-$680

30%-40% AMI

$23,220-$30,960
[1-person income limit]

1 Bedroom
$670-$970

30%-45% AMI

$26,520-$39,780
[2-person income limit]

2 Bedroom
$1,095-$1,430

45%-70% AMI

$44,775-$69,650
[3-person income limit]

3 Bedroom
$1,755

60% AMI

$66,300 [4-person
income limit]

Rental rates for TOSV workforce housing units
vary depending on the property falling within
these ranges [4]:
Studio 		

$520-$680

1 Bedroom 		

$670-$970

2 Bedroom 		

$1,095-$1,430

3 Bedroom 		

$1,755

While TOSV has not designated housing
categories, it is useful to understand how the
current inventory may equate to current CHFA
2020 Income Guidelines. Understanding
where new housing stock might fall in these
income categories will be helpful to ensuring
a broad range of housing stock. Tying
rental rates to current CHFA guidelines may
also open the possibility for public-private

18
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partnerships and/or the use of Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) financing.
The demand and affordability gaps were
further supported by the Greater Roaring Fork
Regional Housing Study commissioned and
complete in 2019. The study concluded that
there is current demand for 3,000 units across
the affordability spectrum. It also concluded
that the affordability gap will widen by
another 100%-400% over the next 10 years [3.
Page 11, 29].

Unit Type
The Greater Roaring Fork Regional Housing
Study survey also helped glean information
regarding how the unit type in the demand
analysis might be broken down [3. Page 105].

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN

Aspen to Snowmass Overall Housing Gaps by AMI, 2017

Draft Program
Based on the information gleaned from background
information, this study will use the following working program
to test highly developable sites.

Unit

Size (sf)

Quantity

# of
Employees

Studio

448-550

0

0

1 Bedroom

550-750

30

50 (30 x 1.65)

2 Bedroom

750-1,080

80

132 (80 x 1.65)

3 Bedroom

1,150-1,350

61

101 (61 x 1.65)

4 Bedroom

1,500-1,800

14

23 (14 x 1.65)

185

306

Totals
TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN
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Program Analysis Sources
(1) Town of Snowmass Village Comprehensive Plan, 2018
(2) Workforce Housing Demand Forecast Planning & Zoning
Presentation, 2017
(3) Greater Roaring Fork Regional Housing Study, 2019
(4) https://tosv.com/DocumentCenter/View/3447/2020Net-worth-and-Income-guidelines; https://www.tosv.
com/321/Rentals
(5) http://www.chfainfo.com/arh/asset/Documents/2020_
income_limits.pdf
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Town Hall Draw
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Parcel# 273301201855
LU: Open Space/Conservation
Zoning: SPA-1

The Town Hall Draw site, as dicussed in this Masterplan,
consists of four parcels - three in their entirety and one
partially. Based on the slope analysis and density potential,
only two of these parcels would be developed as affordable
housing. The parcel surrounding the built Town Hall would
likely only get road connection improvements and trail
connection improvements. The Point Site did not provide
adequate buildable area for housing development but
is discussed in later paragraphs as being conducive to a
neighborhood amenity.

Parcel#
273301201854
LU: MF-Res
Zoning: SPA-1

Opportunities
The site has long been seen amongst staff as the most likely
place for high-density housing. It also seems to have the
community’s support for density. The Suitability Assessment
confirmed that, of the 5 highly developable sites, the Town
Hall Draw has potential for the highest quantity of units and
highest density.

Town Hall

As mentioned previously, the Point Site provides an
opportunity for a public neighborhood amenity because of
its highly visible prominence and perceived Town entry. These
amities could include but are not limited to: samll community
center, playground, outdoor pavilion, library, etc.

04-12-21 TC Work Session

Snowmass
Center

Parcel# 273301200001
LU: Mixed Use
Zoning: CC-PUD
Brush Creek Rd.
Site Context Map

TOSV MASTER HOUSING PLAN

Parcel# 273301201853
LU: Mixed Use
Zoning: CC

N

0’

200’

400’
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The site is tucking into its own nook, providing both privacy
and a sense of ownership for potential residents while
reducing the visual impact on Snowmass’s surrounding hills.
Town Hall proper was clearly built with the possibility of
further developing the upper parcels in mind. The access road
has been terminated and is in a good position to simply pick
up where left off.
The Draw site ranked consistently high in the suitability
assessment due to its proximity to the Snowmass Center.
The Town Hall Draw site lends itself to a mix of rental and
ownership housings - not unlike the existing Mountain View
model which has been successful.
Create easy, accessible, safe, and direct connections to the
Snowmass Center (possibly avoiding the Town Hall drive
all together).
Keep in mind the solar field array that was installed in 2020 to
the northwest of the existing Town Hall parking - this does not
show up on aerials.

Likewise, considerable earthmoving will need to be done to
install road infrastructure and foundations. Further site design
will be challenge to get the driveways at the right slopes,
parking at the right slopes, vehicle turning radiuses, and
firetruck turnarounds.
The Point Site has been discussed as being more politically
charged than the other Town Hall parcels. It was originally an
exchange between Related and the Town around 2005 and
was expected to be a high-value commercial property. It may
still tranistion back to the private sector.
The draw function of the site itself will be one of the more
challenging attributes to overcome.
Need to reroute and connect to existing Hawk Ridge Trail.

Site Plan, Massing, & Program Summary

A study of the draw, in its function as a debris flow catchment
area, will need to be further evaluated. Should develoment
occur in the area, the size and capacity required to meet the
needs of the debris flow catchment without jeopardizing the
built enviroment nor human safety needs to be established
and set as a design parameter.

With 67% of the site having slopes greater than 30%, it will
be necessary to limit development to the least drastic slopes.

Buildings get taller as they go uphill to allow more units to
have views above the lower buildings.
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The site assumed two debris flow ponds, one large one in
the upper reaches of the draw, and one smaller pond central
to the development that catches debris and water from the
North drainage.
Considerations

Constraints

Add more green space and possibly green roofs over parking
structures that next into the hill.

Three-bedroom units are a common request heard by the
Housing Director. With the kind of density offered by the
Town Hall Draw site, it is the best poised site of the five
highly-developable sites to consider allotting 10-15% of units
for three-bedroom apartments.

Construction traffic at Town Hall.

During site plan development, three options to lay out
building massing and parking were considered. Option 1
suggested locating building massing around the permeter
of the draw with internal parking lots. Option 2 considered
buildings more parallel to the contours of the draw, marching
up the hill. Option 3 considered a big central apartment
building to maximize density in an urban-style building.
Ultimately, Options 1 and 2 were combined, offering more
units while balancing livability.

Can continue to add units by stacking on any number of levels
to each building.

Four buildings flank either side of the hill, each with five
stories. All buildings include tuck-under parking. The central
stair or elevator can be shared between two buildings
creating efficiency.
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Produce a Parking Alternative Plan with the Town that allows
less than 1 parking space per bedroom. Pair this with a
thorough evaluation of alternative transportation access and
suggested improvements. Consider a car-share program with
this development.
Survey.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL UNITS:

90		

TOTAL PARKING SPACES:

(30) one bedroom

(120) on grade parking

120		

(44) two bedroom
(16)

three bedroom

d.
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Town Hall

North View

d.
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Tow

Town Hall
Plan View

West View
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Highlin
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Trail

Public Works 273506100852 LU: Public, Zoning:
Public
The Public Works site, as dicussed in this Masterplan, consists
of one portion of a larger parcel owned by the Town for the
benefit of the town’s public works facility. Two residential units
currently exist on the larger parcel.
Opportunities
The site lends itself to small, prototypical, infill units. The
unit output is small put it is a beautiful site perched on a hill
with hillside vegetation, detention area, and amazing views
towards town. Units can be nested into the existing contours
without looking like a massive devlepment on the ridge.
Furthermore, low-sloped gable roofs would enhance this
visual nesting goal.

tD
r.
Site Context Map
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It was mentioned when first analyzing the site that additional
stories could be added to the existing buildings to gain more
residential units. This was not assessed in this masterplan
effort but could always be looked at in the future to
increase density.

O
wl

Pi
n

The prototype units would likely be best in-demand as
rental housing. Although public works employees might be
prioritized for a live/work scenario, it is unlikely that the units
would exclusively be for Town employees. It was the steering
committee’s original goal to intermingle affordable and
employee housing with market-rate and open-market housing
at every opportunity to support a diverse town.

Public
Works
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Access through existing parking without losing existing
parking. Likely won’t be able to utilize the impound lot for
circulation because of how much higher it is. It would be
best to create a schematic design where parking that serves
the new untis remains tied to the units and is distinct from
existing public works parking.

Town might already have a civil plan from when the site was
first developed. Look into this for mor info on detention area
and sub-surface water infrastructure.
Based on a 12-unit model, consider rerouting Bus Route #3 to
serve this site.

co n

Constraints

Development on lots over 30% will require a variance

Extents of excavation for access and building construction

vegetated
hillside

Site Plan, Massing, & Program Summary
During site plan development, two options to lay out building
massing were considered. Option 1 tested the feasibility
and liveability of stacked flats while Option 2 tested the
constructability of narrow townhomes. Option 1 was chosen
because it provided a better overall standard of living.

communal decks

Goal is to build 1 story above the existing ridge and excavate
down as needed to achieve 1st floor units.
Community decks off the berm
Considerations
Need to further study the circulation through the existing
parking and firetruck circulation. Look into how that existing
parking is currently used.

ow
l

Soils issues when the public works facility was built, need
to check this.
N
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SITE PLAN W/ PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL UNITS:
(8) 		 one bedroom

12		

TOTAL PARKING SPACES:

20		

(20) on grade parking
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Public Works

Cre
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(4) 		 two bedroom
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Northwest View

View Looking Up Hill from Owl Creek Rd.

View of Massing as it Drops with Terrain

Plan View

Owl Creek Rd.
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Opportunities

Lo

Of the parking lot sites, this is likely the least contentious
because of its lack of proximity to the slope and the existing
residential units occupying the site. Development on Lot 1
that can retain all previous day-skier parking spaces could
serve as a palatable example of development on all lots.
The existing pedestrian bridge over the creek is one of
the Town’s main corridors. Proximity to these connector is
opportune but must be recognized and remain visible and
accessible with any site design.
A car share program could be successful here if the Town’s
parking requirement is not met. This is especially true because
of its location in the core and surrounded by transit access.

ge Way
Carria

e

Lot 2 was not chosen to be a part of this analysis, partially
because of the bus circulation that exists and the requirement
that it might have to be re-accommodated in a below-deck
parking garage situation.

dg
Bri
an
stri

Purchased multi-family residential building in 2019.

e
Ped

Carriage Way & Lot 1
273302424001, LU: Public, Zoning: SPA-1,
part of 273302400851, LU: Public, Zoning: SPA-1,

t1

Lo

t2

Lo

t3

Can take advantage of the grade and utilize tuckunder parking.
Take advantage of leveraging the existing density as an
example for future development.
Site Context Map
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vegetated hillside
Constraints
12 existing units (4 studios, 4 one-bedrooms, and 4 twobedrooms). Expect a full tear-and-replace.
Approximately 48 day-skier parking spaces exist in Lot 1 and
would have to be accounted for in the new design as the lot
is often full during the winter. The 48 does not include spaces
where the existing Blazing Adventures shack is located but
does include spaces that are typically taken by their shuttles
in the summer.
18’ level change between the lower parking lot and upper
parking lot.
Blazing Adventures outfitters holds a lease on half of Lot 1.
Site Plan, Massing, & Program Summary
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to Fanny
Hill

During site plan development, two options were considered
to largely answer the question of accommodating existing
parking. Option 1 looked at two separate surface parking
lots, one for skiers and one for the residential building - this is
how it exists today. Option 2 considered a structured parking
scenario that residential parking above skier parking (this
is similar to the direction that was discussed for the upper
lots). Concerns over construction cost considerations and
the desire to create a more village-like massing rather than
one huge mass ultimately led the team to move forward
with Option 1.
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The mass of buildings is divided by transparent, at-grade
circulation cores. The goal was to squeeze in parking where
possible but not at the expense of living units. The lower lot
(as depicted in the 3D massing) should be reduced in size
and expanse to reduce paving large areas unnecessarily.
Landscaped areas should be prominently considered in
the next phase of design to optimize outdoor green space,
gathering areas, and softening of the building facades.

In the Town’s Comprehensive Plan, this parcel was identified
as a community/institutional area. This would allow for some
new or supplemental properties. Previously plans were not
accepted by the Planning Commission. It is unknown whether
the Planning Commission would support development on
Carriage Way with this masterplan backing it up as a highlysuitable site.

Favoring two-bedroom units over one-bedroom units.
Previous site plans preceding this study suggest a 70/20 split.
The furthest northeast corner building has an opportunity to
accommodate an additional ground-floor level due the the
grade drop-off in that area.
Considerations
Review historic schematic plans (two separate efforts have
been noted), and urban renewal project, along with this
master plan to understand the design efforts that have taken
place thus far. One or both of these early plan received some
negative reaction, likely due the suggested density.
Blazing lease.
Investigate further what the Stonebridge uses it for and what
rights they have to it.
Investigate further the Transportation’s conceptual plans to
do parking and bus storage tucked under Lot 2 (accessed
from Lot 1).
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SITE PLAN W/ PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL UNITS:
NET GAIN:

39
27

TOTAL PARKING SPACES:
NET GAIN: 		

75
27

(9) 		 one bedroom

(24) in lower lot parking

(30) two bedroom

(51) 		 in upper lot parking		

Carriage Way
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(48) existing skier parking
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Southeast View
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View Uphill Looking Southwest

Southwest View

View of Massing as it Drops with Terrain
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The Daly Ln site, as dicussed in this Masterplan, consists of
three parcels - two in their entirety and one partially. The
street dividing the parcels would also be considered as part
of the development. At the beginning of this masterplanning
process, the three sites had three different ownerships.

s

e
Ped

The three adjacent parcels just recently became an
opportunity for the Town to invest in housing at this
location. The existing bus depot will be closed as the new
one illustrated in the transportation master plan comes
online. And the Snowmass Inn was purchased by the Town
in 2020. The parcel consisting of the Snowmass Inn will
only be developed on the western side to preserve the
existing drainage (although this area is likely to be restored
and enhanced).

Benedict
Par
k

Daly Ln
273302420001, LU: Lodging, Zoning: SPA-1
273302423852, LU: Multi-Use, Zoning: Multi-Use
273302400007, LU: Lodging, Zoning: SPA-1

Opportunities
Benedict park can be an asset to this property if considered
as part of the development. Building massing should relate to
the park in both a private way giving residents access to this
desired amenity, while ensuring the space remain accessible
to the public. The building massing as shown in the sketch
encroaches approximately 13’ into the park.
Site Context Map
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Due to the site’s location in the central core, Daly Ln offers
great opportunity to densify. This includes both horizontal
building extents and height.

dal

There’s an opportunity to include a pedestrian bridge
from the development on the north side of Daly Ln to the
Snowmass Mall on the south side. This might be similar to the
bridge at the St. Regis in Aspen.

y la
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The site sketch shown here deliberately avoided putting
housing development where the bus depot currently is so
as not to block the windows of the existing Mall commercial
units. During the masterplan process however, it was
discussed that the commercial edge of the Mall that makes up
the backside of the existing depot might be redeveloped. In
that case, the Daly Ln project could take advantage and build
on the south side of Daly Ln, up against a new commercial
development backside.
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Constraints
There are currently 39 units in the Snowmass Inn being
occupied year-round as employee housing. With a full demo
and redevelopment, these units will have to be replaced on
either this site or the total net gain of units.

to
N

Consider Parcel C, not for housing, but for ancillary parking.

The parcel that historically was the site of a pool has long
since been used by residents and visitors as recreation space,
especially for walking dogs. To develop this parcel could be

Fa
Hi nny
ll
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met with contention. Alternative public open space should
therefore be park of the new housing design.

also been discussed being located at 22 Daly Ln in the
parking garage.

Site Plan, Massing, & Program Summary

The phasing of the project would have to be carefully thought
through. The lower parking garage (under all three buildings)
would need to be developed in the first phase and could be
all but un-usable without the final buildings over top.

The units proposed at Daly Ln are likely to be a mix of rental
and for-sale. This site is a slope-side premium and would
lend itself well to for-sale units. It has also been discussed
that market-rate units could be included to help offset the
construction and development cost. The idea that these
would be larger units than the affordable housing but not
penthouse-style lofts.
Several iterations of the western building were discussed in
its relation to Daly Ln. The building (as shown in the site plan
sketch) is shown cantilevered over the existing Daly Ln road
alignment, accommodating one row of tuck-under parking. In
this case, the emergency access lane and Daly Ln as a street
would be rerouted into the former bus depot parcel. The Daly
Ln design could also be simplified by holding back the facade
of the building massing and retaining the alignment of the
Daly Ln street.
The building massing is broken into three smaller buildings to
maximize natural light, create a more village-like setting, and
to incorporate east-west connector paths to Benedict Park.
Considerations

The parking garage entries need to be further studied
with regard to whether there are two separate garages on
different elevations accessed from both the Daly Ln side
and the Campground Ln side. In initial design sketches, the
two weren’t feasible to connect. But further examination is
required to try to make efficient the costly parking garage.
If the development is to move forward with all three parcels,
a property boundary amendment would need to occur to
include the right-of-way between the lots.
It was discussed at one point that retaining the footprint of
the Snowmass could be the most feasible way to make this
project a reality. If this is the desire, a redesign of the site and
building massings will need to occur. The program summary
and the pro-forma are therefore subject to change from what
is shown in this masterplan.
The infill site that currently is occupied by a concrete pad
would need to be purchased. Initial conversations with the
owner foundation indicate interest in selling this property.

Consideration should continue to be made for bus storage,
that previously occurred at the bus depot. The transportation
department was requesting 3-4 bus spaces. These had
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SITE PLAN W/ PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL UNITS:
NET GAIN:

72		
33		

(19) 		 one bedroom

TOTAL PARKING SPACES:

69

(9) 		 on grade
(60) below grade 		

(47) two bedroom
(6) 		 three bedroom
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Upper Lots
273302400851, LU: Public, Zoning: SPA-1
Opportunities
Although Lots 10, 11, and 12 of the Upper Parking Lot
grouping were chosen for further site design and massing
studies, the lots serve as a prototype for what can be done on
any one of the parking lots (enmasse or individually). This also
lends itself to a long-term phasing approach, developing each
lot as needed to meet the affordable housing market needs.

Lot
Lot

Each lower level parking area could be screened from the
downhill side with perforate screen or vegetation.
Providing essentially ski-in, ski-out units.

Lot

Constraints
The Snowmass Comprehensive Plan had originally slated
the numbered lots for redevelopment. Planning and Zoning
ultimately voted against it and they were therefore removed
from the plan. To revisit this concept with P&Z, Council, and
the public will certainly be met with skepticism.

Lot
Lot

Development on any of the numbered lots would have to
account for the existing number of parking spaces for the
public. Parking numbers to account for were provided by the
Transportation Department. Lot 10 – 92 spaces. Lot 11 – 118
spaces. Lot 12 – 110 spaces,

Site Context Map
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Despite its adjacent location to the Town core, the Upper
Parking Lots site might not be conducive to a reduced
parking-to-unit ratio because residents would end up parking
in the spots meant for the public and defeat the purpose of
including skier-designated parking in the plan. Parking for the
residential development should be assumed at a rate of one
car per one bedroom.

lot 9
vegetated
hillside

Site Plan, Massing, & Program Summary
During site plan development, two options were considered
to address massing, feasibility of the existing parking,
and livability. Option 1 looked at a stepped building over
structured parking. Option 2 considered village-like units
over a full-plate parking structure. Option 2 was ultimately
progressed due to concerns about immense, overbearing
massing that resembled Legoland. Option 2 was revised
slightly to make the building massings more efficient with
shared vertical circulation. The resulting revision is shown here
in the plan sketch.
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The concept is that each existing parking lot remains located
within its boundary. A deck would then be added over the atgrade parking below creating room for both building massing,
outdoor community space, and resident parking all overtop
of the deck.
The public parking below the deck was altered in favor of
angled parking in increase parking counts.
The berming between each lot remains.
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All living spaces in the units are positioned on the downhill
side to maximize natural light and views.
Mix of rental and ownership.
Considerations
The design proposed in the masterplan meets a parking ratio
of one space per unit (not per bedroom). This would have to
be accepted by the Town as a variance to the Town’s parking
requirement. Otherwise the unit output would have to be
decreased. A car-share program could be considered.
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SITE PLAN W/ PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL UNITS: 		

78

(26) one bedroom
(52) two bedroom
TOTAL PARKING SPACES:
NET GAIN: 		

389		
69

(89)		 on grade

Lot
13

(300) below grade

Carria
ge Way

(320) existing skier parking

Carriage
Way

West View

L

Northwest View

Southwest View
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Lot 9
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Material
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All ideas, designs, arrangements and plans indicated or represented by this drawing are owned by and are the property of David Johnston Architects, PC and developed for use and in conjunction with the specified project. None of the ideas, designs, arrangements or plans shall be used by or disclosed for any purpose whatsoever without the written authorization of David Johnston Architects, PC.
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Financial Considerations

The financial considerations for each site addressed overall
requirements necessary to develop each site. These
considerations were based on market conditions and included
the following assumptions:
HARD COST ASSUMPTIONS
Building and Site Costs - $420/sf
Surface Parking - $10,000/space

CONCLUSIONS
While it is premature to focus on the subsidy requirements, as
there are many gross assumptions being made in developing
these initial financial considerations, it is more important to
understand the overall financial implications of developing
each site. Discussion moving forward should focus on which

PRO-FORMA CONCLUSIONS

site(s) may be best suited to execute based on suitability and
impact (number of units a site can accommodate). Further
discussion can then encompass a more detailed financial
analysis including best financing, funding, and partnership
opportunities.

SITE

DEVELOPMENT COST

SALES REVENUE

ANNUAL RENTAL REVENUE

SUBSIDY/unit (SALE

Upper Parking Lots (78 Units)

$73,546,809

$35,315,181

$1,146,717

$490,149

Carriage Way & Lot 1 (39 Units)

$25,649,108

$17,657,590

$573,359

$204,910

Daly Lane

$52,001,328

$32,598,629

$1,058,508

$269,481

Town Hall Draw (90 Units)

$62,377,361

$40,748,268

$1,323,135

$240,323

Public Works (12 Units)

$7,264,824

$5,433,105

$176,418

$152,643

TOTALS

$220,839,430

$131,752,773

$4,278,137

Structured Parking - $60,000/space
SOFT COST ASSUMPTIONS
All Fees - 16.5% of Hard Costs
REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS
For Sale Product Target - 60%-150% AMI (Pitkin County)
Rental Product - 30%-80% AMI
Used an even spread within these categories.

DEVELOPER ROUNDTABLE
Opioca cendacta renatquissis condam egit quemus?
Rursultimus peciaed eperis sum estret, Catorum pore
nemprata vilica publin iae quempra? Nihicitia derfir unum
destam es ponductam, videm tatea vocrei terunum Pala
audet etium dio, no. con destrum verbis Ahaliu conesi potat,
nimanduc re, nihicasdam menium ius et abesit, nules ne noris.

(72 Units)

291 Units (Net 240)
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